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IT’S COMING: France announces
digital ID
Looks like France is following in the footsteps of Scandinavian countries...
Peter Imanuelsen
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conspiracy theory.
The French Prime Minister, Jean Castex conﬁrmed the creation of a “Digital Identity
Guarantee Service” (SGIN) which will give French people a digital ID. This happened just a
few days after the election.
Leader of the Les Patriotes party, Floria Philippot did not like the idea of this new digital ID.
“Just after the election, the government announces the launch of a digital identity
application!”
“The goal: to put social credit in the Chinese way. Control and surveillance company!” he
said.
In fact, digital ID is nothing new, we have had it in Scandinavia for quite some time now.
Most people in Sweden and Norway has one, it really is quite diﬃcult to live modern life if
you don’t have one.
I live in Norway at the moment, and I can tell you that they have made it so that you
basically must have it. If you want to do online banking? Digital ID. Do you want to buy stuﬀ
online? Digital ID is needed. Do you want to book a doctors appointment online? Well, you
need a digital ID. Want to login to your digital post (yes, that’s a thing too)? Again, you need
a digital ID.
You can even login with your digital ID to see your medical history in Norway...
There is a lot that can be said about digital ID in Scandinavia, and I will be writing a future
Substack article that goes into more detail on this topic, so make sure that you are
subscribed to my Substack, that way you will get the article straight to your inbox. You don’t
want to miss that!
Type your email…

Subscribe

It all ties in to the new cashless society that they are now pushing. They want everything to
become digital, and that includes your wallet. But to be able to do that, you ﬁrst need to
have a digital ID. Essentially it is the ﬁrst step.

Welcome to The Great Reset.
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Now in Sweden, some people have already jumped ahead several steps, and are getting
microchip implants in their hand to use for payments. And some even uploaded their covid
passports on it (and covid passports in Sweden were tied to your digital ID). You can read
more about that in my other paid article here!

The Freedom Corner with PeterSweden

People are now paying with microchips in their hand.
You ﬁnd yourself at the self scan checkout, just ﬁnishing up your run to the
grocery store. As you scan the last piece of fake soy meat, you proceed to pay.
Instead of grabbing your wallet, you simply hold your hand over the machine
and with a ”beep” you are done…
Read more
19 days ago · Peter Imanuelsen

(That article above took me a long time to write, so only paid subscribers can read the full
article. If you want to support my work, please consider becoming a paid subscriber and
you will get full access to all of my work. Your support is highly appreciated and helps me
keep going!)
And you guessed it, Sweden already has a credit card that will ban you from further
purchases if you hit your carbon limit. The future is already here, and it’s not pretty. Again, I
go into further detail on that in my article above on the microchip implants that people are
getting in Sweden.

Digital ID is about control.
When everything is digital, it is so much easier for governments to track and control
everything that people do. Just imagine the STASI. They had to do all of their tracking
manually. Just imagine if they had access to modern technology and everyone had to have
digital ID. They would love it.
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That is the problem with it. It can be abused, so it is important to have strong laws in place
that ensure the privacy of people and that the data is not misused.
You will own nothing. You will have no privacy. And you will be happy.
And as Florian Philippot mentioned, the next step will be a Chinese style social credit
system. Perhaps you get some extra points if you eat less meat and more bugs...Or you get
minus points if you drive too much with your car.
It all comes down to Communism. The Great Reset is just another word for Global
Communism.
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PeterSweden is a freedom loving journalist giving insightful commentary on the
important issues of today.
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The Wiltster Apr 29

C'mon! What's the worse that could happen? You act like they could starve you without this
digital ID. Wait. Nevermind.
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Gnome’s Apr 29

And they said was all “CONSPIRACY theories”
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